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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #173 

The Antichrist & The False Prophet 

Here they are together as partners in crime at one of their yearly audiences held at the 
Vatican!   Such a pair of deceivers and endowed with such Satanic powers.  The perfect 
picture of Satan’s last hurrah!  The world is currently getting a foretaste of what is in 
store for the world under their formal reign of just seven years, and not one day longer! 
 

 

In Revelation 16:13; 19:20; and 20:10, the beast from the earth is called “the false 
prophet.” The dragon or Satan is the counterfeit Father “I will be like the Most High”, 
-(Isaiah 14:14); “the beast” is the counterfeit Christ, and “the false prophet” is the 
counterfeit Holy Spirit. This completes the satanic trinity. 
 
The “false prophet” will look Christ like, but he will speak falsely. He will sound 
religious and helpful, but he will not serve be serving Christ. He has another agenda. 
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The lightning strike on the Vatican recalls the “bolt out of the blue” that hit St. Peter’s on 
February 11, 2013 — the feast of Our Lady of Lourdes — just hours after Pope 
Benedict XVI shocked the Vatican with his announcement to resign the papal office. 
Lightning in the Bible is symbolic of Heavenly judgment more than a dozen times; and 
given the ‘when’ and ‘where’ under the circumstances suggest maybe it is a Divine 
warning!  What has occurred in the Vatican since is clearly the Spirit of the Antichrist 
System.  Jesuit Pope Francis is mocking the Lord exactly as Scripture implies.   
 
The reader is reminded that Bible prophecy is “History told in advance”, and what that 
means there is nothing that any of us can do to change events or the course of history.  
God is fully aware of what is happening in the world and we are to occupy until He 
returns.  In essence, what is currently happening is already baked into the cake of 
history.  The Word of God is our confirmation that Jesus Christ has everything under His 
control.   This all must play out just as the Bible describes it, but in somewhat of a 
condensed form.  God’s Word reveals enough to confirm that He reveals the end from 
the beginning.  “Declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the 
things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my 
pleasure:”  -(Isaiah 46:10)   When you put your faith in God’s Word, all fear should 
dissipate like pixie dust!   
 
As the first beast came from across the sea (hence appearing to come “out of the sea”), 
the second beast rose within Asia Minor itself. In any case, the evil triumvirate is now 
complete. Actually, his nationality and geographic origin are not indicated, and he is 
apparently the one referred to as “the false prophet” in 19:20 and 20:10.  The image 
of the horns -(Revelation 13:11) suggests that the false prophet has authority, but the 
absence of a crown indicates that his authority is not political. 
 
The coupling of Christ like appearance and Satanic message, the status of prophet, the 
concern with worship, and the appeal to the magical, all add up to one thing: false 
religion and Pope Francis meets such characteristics. The relationships between man 
and man, and between man and God, are both provided for in the divine plan. The 
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beast from the sea is Satan’s perversion of society, the first; and the beast from the 
earth is his perversion of Christianity, the second.  He represents 1.36 billion or about 
23% of the world population.  His goal is to unify 8 billion people into the false religious 
system of “Chrislam” that began shortly after Pope Francis was selected by Satanic 
powers!    
 
2. He promotes the worship of the Antichrist -(Revelation 13:12) 
“He exercises all the authority of the first beast on his behalf and compels the 
earth and those who live on it to worship the first beast, whose fatal wound was 
healed.” -(Revelation 13:12) 
 
The False Prophet and his relationship to Antichrist mirror the Holy Spirit and His 
relationship to Jesus Christ. Just as the Holy Spirit lifts up Jesus, the False Prophet lifts 
up Antichrist. The Holy Spirit promotes the worship of Jesus. The False Prophet 
promotes the worship of Antichrist. 

 
 
The political ruler, the beast from the sea, known as The Antichrist will speak 
blasphemies for “forty-two months” and “make war against the saints.” In essence, 
Antichrist will focus on attacking God’s children. While the false prophet, who comes up 
from the earth, seeks to deceive the earth so that its inhabitants worship Antichrist. The 
False Prophet will use propaganda to deceive the whole world. His focus is not on the 
Christians, but on the world population. 
 
3. He develops a ministry of religious deception -(Revelation 13:13) 
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“He also performs great signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to 
earth in front of people.” -(Revelation 13:13) 
 
Many times, when people called upon God, fire came down from Heaven. Fire came 
down from Heaven against Sodom and Gomorrah -(Genesis 19:24). Elijah called fire 
from Heaven -(1st Kings 18:28). David called fire from heaven in an offering -(1st  
Chronicles 21:26), as did Solomon -(2nd Chronicles 7:1). 
 
In this case, this fire from heaven will be used to promote a new religious belief in 
Antichrist. The works of the False Prophet will be based on a ministry of religious 
deception. The False Prophet is a servant to Antichrist. Yet, he is the “Secretary of 
State” who implements or institutionalizes the dragon’s evil vision.  He represents 1.36 
billion Catholics, but claims authority over all Christianity.  His real agenda is global 
authority of all religious persuasions and whenever he appears with world religious 
leaders, he is front and center in the photo-ops. 
 
4. He deceives people to follow Antichrist -(Revelation 13:14) 
“He deceives those who live on the earth because of the signs that he is 
permitted to perform on behalf of the beast, telling those who live on the earth to 
make an image of the beast who had the sword wound and yet lived.” (Revelation 
13:14,) 
 
Instead of listening to the Word of God, the False Prophet will get people to make an 
image of Antichrist. He will promote the idol worship of Antichrist.  With robotics and 
Artificial Intelligence this is not an obstacle and obtainable.  A few Catholic churches in 
Germany have delivered Sunday sermons using AI and life-like robotics.  What was 
impossible a decade ago is about to become common occurrence. 
 
Babylonian and Greco-Roman magic included rituals to seek to animate images; an 
entire branch of magic, called ‘theurgy’, specialized in animating statues so they could 
give oracles.   
 
What is this statue evidently erected in the rebuilt temple in Jerusalem? Computer chips 
are presently based on sand, on silicon. But the new computer chips will be based on 
living matter, on protein. When these protein-based computer chips finally get perfected, 
the computing power will immediately increase by fifty thousand times. So it could be 
that this image is a sophisticated automaton.  With robotics and artificial intelligence the 
fake can pass for the real thing! Or it could be an image that is powered demonically. 
Whatever it is, it will appear to have life. 
 
Religion, indeed, is too narrow an identification of the second beast. He is, in modern 
parlance, the ideology - whether religious, philosophical, or political - which ‘gives 
breath to’ any human social structure organized independently of God. 
 
These public demonstrations of power are part of a massive propaganda campaign to 
deceive people into worshiping the first beast. Believers are repeatedly warned in the 
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Scriptures about the combination of miracles and deceit, about mighty works that direct 
people’s allegiance away from the true God -(e.g., Deuteronomy 13:1–4; Ezekiel 13:1–
23). 

 
 
5. He kills people who don’t follow Antichrist -(Revelation 13:15) 
“He was permitted to give a spirit to the image of the beast, so that the image of 
the beast could both speak and cause whoever would not worship the image of 
the beast to be killed.” -(Revelation 13:15,) 
 
Jesus came to bring life. Following the leading of the Holy Spirit leads to life. Refusing 
to follow the False Prophet brings death. The False Prophet will use “living images” 
which will be used like Gestapo cops to control people all over the world. 
 
But by such deceiving messages the ‘image of the beast’ (i.e. of the first beast, the 
‘system’) is made to have a seeming life of its own, apart from which man, apparently, 
cannot survive. 
 
6. He enslaves people by control and oppression -(Revelation 13:16) 
“And he requires everyone—small and great, rich and poor, free and slave—to be 
given a mark on his right hand or on his forehead,”  -(Revelation 13:16) 
 
The false prophet will promote a false system of security. The people will want this 
security, but it is really a form of slavery. The mark on the right hand and forehead is a 
form of slavery, not protection. 
 
God used marks to protect people. 
 
“Then the Lord replied to him, “In that case, whoever kills Cain will suffer 
vengeance seven times over.” And He placed a mark on Cain so that whoever 
found him would not kill him.” -(Genesis 4:15) 
 
““Pass throughout the city of Jerusalem,” the Lord said to him, “and put a mark 
on the foreheads of the men who sigh and groan over all the detestable practices 
committed in it.”” -(Ezekiel 9:4) 
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“Slaughter the old men, the young men and women, as well as the older women 
and little children, but do not come near anyone who has the mark. Now begin at 
My sanctuary.” So they began with the elders who were in front of the temple.” -
(Ezekiel 9:6) 
 
The False Prophet will use marks to enslave people. I find it very interesting that even 
as Satan, Antichrist, and the False Prophet counterfeit the Trinity, so their mark worn on 
the head and arm counterfeits the command of God in Deuteronomy 6:4–8.16.   
 
7. He promotes a false gospel of economic salvation and security -(Revelation 13:17-
18). 
“so that no one can buy or sell unless he has the mark: the beast’s name or the 
number of his name. Here is wisdom: The one who has understanding must 
calculate the number of the beast, because it is the number of a man. His number 
is 666.” -(Revelation 13:17–18) 
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Below are found examples of how the “Mark of the Beast” is revealed in Hebrew 
Gematria, a mathematical system in which letters have numerical value as a means to 
confirm the accuracy of the Biblical text, which is very much like what DNA represents 
to life form.   
 
This is referred to as the Heptadic Design Feature that confirms the Biblical accuracy 
and integrity.  We know from computer analysis of the Greek and Hebrew text of the 
Bible, 98.2% of the Bible is totally true and accurate.  The 1.8% in dispute does not 
present a problem for our understanding nor does it alter the Truth of what God 
delivered to those He selected to record the History of 6,000 years. 
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The human genome was decoded at the turn of the millennium at a cost of some $3-
billion dollars.  It is considered the most important biomedical research undertaking of 
the 20th Century.  The Human Genome Project was a landmark global scientific effort 
whose signature goal was to generate the first sequence of the human genome. 
 
In 2003, the Human Genome Project produced a genome sequence that accounted for 
over 90% of the human genome. It was as close to complete as the technologies for 
sequencing DNA allowed at the time. 
  
The project was critical for advancing policies and earning increased support for the 
open sharing of scientific data.  Concerns and questions about sequencing the human 
genome helped to usher in a greater emphasis on ethics in biomedical research. 
  
The project was atypical for biomedical research, in that the researchers’ work was 
driven by a desire to explore an unknown part of the biological world — as opposed to 
first formulating a theory or hypothesis.  The Human Genome Project was a large, well-
organized, and highly collaborative international effort that generated the first sequence 
of the human genome and that of several additional well-studied organisms. Carried out 
from 1990–2003, it was one of the most ambitious and important scientific endeavors in 
human history. 
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But their research did not end with the mapping of the human genome for DNA.  What 
followed is our reason for concern.  In 2013, CRISPR-Cas-9 “gene editing” became the 
proverbial pot of gold at the end of the rainbow for the science of genetics.  Note the 
date hereof 2013 for CRISPR-Cas-9 since it became the means by which all life could 
be edited, “cut and paste” to fulfill their grand plan of controlling humanity. 
 
Eventually the list of organisms came to include the bacterium E. coli, baker’s yeast, 
fruit fly, nematode and mouse. The project’s architects and participants hoped the 
resulting information would usher in a new era for biomedical research, and its goals 
and related strategic plans were updated periodically throughout the project. 
 
In part due to a deliberate focus on technology development, the Human Genome 
Project ultimately exceeded its initial set of goals, doing so by 2003, two years ahead of 
its originally projected 2005 completion. Many of the project’s achievements were 
beyond what scientists thought possible in 1988.   
 
It has been the discovery of CRISPR that has enabled the process of “marrying” 
humans with machines.  Everything imaginable can be now tagged with the virtual 
invisible tag of DNA “gene” editing.  
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What is DNA sequencing? How was it performed during the Human Genome Project? 
DNA sequencing involves determining the exact order of the bases in DNA — the As, 
Cs, Gs and Ts that make up segments of DNA. Because the Human Genome Project 
aimed to sequence the entire DNA (i.e., the genome) of a set of organisms, significant 
effort was made to improve the methods for DNA sequencing. 
 
Ultimately, the project used one particular method for DNA sequencing, called Sanger 
DNA sequencing, but first greatly advanced this basic method through a series of major 
technical innovations.  But it was CRISPR that solved the issue of time and cost! 
 
The sequence of the human genome generated by the Human Genome Project was not 
from a single person. Rather, it reflects a patchwork from multiple people whose 
identities were intentionally made anonymous to protect their privacy. 
 
The project researchers used a thoughtful process to recruit volunteers, acquire their 
informed consent, and collect their blood samples. Most of the human genome 
sequence generated by the Human Genome Project came from blood donors in Buffalo, 
New York; specifically, 93% from 11 donors, and 70% from one donor. 
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The Human Genome Project could not have been completed as quickly and effectively 
without the dedicated participation of an international consortium of thousands of 
researchers. In the United States, the researchers were funded by the Department of 
Energy and the National Institutes of Health, which created the Office for Human 
Genome Research in 1988 (later renamed the National Center for Human Genome 
Research in 1990 and then the National Human Genome Research Institute in 1997). 
 

 
 

In June 2000, the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium announced 
that it had produced a draft human genome sequence that accounted for 90% of the 
human genome. The draft sequence contained more than 150,000 areas where the 
DNA sequence was unknown because it could not be determined accurately (known as 
gaps). 
 
In April 2003, the consortium announced that it had generated an essentially complete 
human genome sequence, which was significantly improved from the draft sequence. 
Specifically, it accounted for 92% of the human genome and less than 400 gaps; it was 
also more accurate. 
 
From all of this brief understanding  it now becomes possible to require every citizen of 
the world in the near future to have a “Vaccine Passport” identity certificate in order to 
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buy and sell, travel, and whatever the Global Elite want to add to its restriction list.  
There is no limit to its potential enslavement capability. 
 

 
 
All of the chaos humanity has been exposed to since October 31, 2019 is related to the 
even larger hidden story on the Covid hoax since it became public in early 2020.  We 
have been the victims of what would be considered asymmetrical warfare.   
 
In the shadow of CRISPR-Cas9 technology, there is a huge but largely unknown story 
of unrestrained scientists engaged in unregulated genetics research conducted with 
devious and harmful experiments.   
 
The first book I read on CRISPR was in late 2022 – ‘CRISPR: A Powerful Way to 
Change DNA’ by Yolanda Ridge.  I have since read four books on CRISPR “gene 
editing” that confirm close ties with the discovery of CRISPR and the Rothschild name.   
 
As I noted in Blessed Hope #172, there is more than an uncanny link between Klaus 
Schwab, Prince Charles, Bill Gates, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and those names keep popping 
up in the WEF’s so-called Climate Change being used to “Depopulate” the Earth as a 
pretext to lock humanity down into virtual enslavement for bogus junk science that we 
are responsible for polluting the world!   
 
My obsession with DNA and Genetics has led me to where I am today is the result of 
the learning my first wife was diagnosed with Huntingdon’s Disease in 1972, and death 
decades later.    
 
In many related articles that I have shared we are discovering that this technology of 
CRISPR-Cas9 technology is very much part of the dark and hidden plan to 
“Depopulate” the world through the poison needle associated with the Jesuits, who 
pioneered the entire vaccination method of Edward Jenner and later Louis Pasteur. 
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The more important truth to learn that our eternal salvation and security is not wrapped 
up in a false gospel. One can see this in the way the two different gospels are 
presented. 
 
The Holy Spirit convicts, leads, guides, and counsels the True Christ. The False 
Prophet manipulates and controls people. With the Holy Spirit, there is freedom for the 
Christian. Those who follow the False Prophet will be oppressed. 
 
Revelation allows for no divided allegiance: We must decide between God and the 
world and between what each side values. Yet we cannot read this passage’s warning 
properly without also grasping the rest of the book: Every Babylon of the past has fallen, 
and so will every empire that oppresses humanity -(18:2; 19:2). The future belongs not 
to Babylon but to the faithful, whose home is the Jerusalem to come -(21:2–8). 
 
This passage warns of the power of false religion. The Scriptures prohibit the worship of 
anything that is not God (e.g., human-made images, creation, secular authorities, 
human philosophies, pagan deities). It’s important to remember that not all religious 
movements or religious leaders are sent from God; some originate with Satan. 
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Interestingly, although the second beast serves as a minister of religious propaganda, it 
all comes down to money. For Christians to stay faithful then, now, and in the future 
means we need a clear conviction that human beings are made in the image of God 
and cannot be reduced to commodities -(e.g., 13:17; 18:13). This passage presents yet 
another biblical opportunity to inspect our own lives for signs of idolatry.  
 
 

 

Today, this microchip would fit inside the dimple of a golf ball, but with the advancement 
in microdot technology, it would not even be visible to the human eye!    
 

     

Microprocessors are 4-bit, 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit and capable of holding huge amounts 
of data.  An embedded microchip in your right hand can hold infinitely more data about 
you than you could ever imagine.  Two years ago scientists made a major step forward 
in efforts to store information as molecules of DNA, which are more compact and long-
lasting than other options. 
 
The magnetic hard drives we currently use to store computer data can take up lots of 
space.  And they have to be replaced over time.  Using life's preferred storage medium 
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to back up our precious data would allow vast amounts of information to be archived in 
tiny molecules.  The data would also last thousands of years, according to scientists. 
 
Ponder this thought for a minute:  If stored as DNA, every movie film ever made could 
be stored in a space smaller than a sugar cube. 
 
A team in Atlanta developed a microchip that can improve on existing forms of DNA 
storage by a factor of 100. 
 
"The density of features on our new chip is [approximately] 100x higher than current 
commercial devices," Nicholas Guise, senior research scientist at Georgia Tech 
Research Institute (GTRI), told BBC News. 
 
"So once we add all the control electronics - which is what we're doing over the next 
year of the program - we expect something like a 100X improvement over existing 
technology for DNA data storage." 
 
The technology works by growing unique strands of DNA one building block at a time. 
These building blocks are known as bases - four distinct chemical units that make up 
the DNA molecule. They are: adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine.   
 
My point here in noting the technology advances are infinite when it comes to 
maintaining and monitoring each of us in terms of our totality in the hands of a global 
control system.  The Antichrist and False Prophet have at their beck and call the full 
backing of Genetics to microchip all of us.   
 
Ever wonder why you have not been hearing about the penny being dropped or a new 
dollar coin being introduced? Today it is all about Central Bank Digital Currencies These 
are digital versions of a country’s physical currency issued by central banks. They claim 
the role of these digital currencies is to support financial services for a nation’s 
government and its commercial-banking system. Still, it will replace much of the 
physical currency we use today. The premise of why this is being done deserves to be 
scrutinized. 
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In some ways, CBDCs are similar to cryptocurrencies, except their value is fixed by the 
central bank and equivalent to the country's fiat currency. The Federal Reserve has 
developed a service named FedNow for depository institutions in the United States. 
FedNow is described as a service and suite of tools available to banks, credit unions, 
and other financial service companies. It will enable individuals and businesses to send 
and receive instant payments. It is also designed so that banks will be able to build 
products on top of the FedNow platform.   
 
The Fed has stated that FedNow is not intended to kill or replace other money transfer 
options like Venmo, Cash App, PayPal, or Zelle. Instead, it is designed to work 
alongside the current systems built by the private sector. Still. FedNow could rapidly 
become a game changer. Money.com notes this FedNow is launching soon. FedNow 
was scheduled to begin formal certification of participants of the program in April 2023, 
with a formal launch planned for July 2023. It will operate on a 24-hour, 365-days-a-year 
basis.  The bank I have my checking account weekly markets the Zelle money transfer 
option, a precursor to the FedNow system, I received a promotion E-mail just today on 
July 19, 2023. 
 
This new system differs from consumer-facing apps which allow instant peer-to-peer 
payments, FedNow won’t be an app per se. It’s more designed to allow banks to move 
money instantly. More than 50 financial institutions are “early adopters” of FedNow, 
some of the notable banks that will use FedNow include JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, 
and Peoples Bank.  
 
FedNow will only be available to customers of the banks that choose to implement 
FedNow, so they say.  The use of the word “choose” is misleading as it will become 
“mandatory”! The Fed says all 10,000 or so banks and credit unions that are regulated 
by the Fed can join but will not be required to do so. The claim is that, for everyday 
people, FedNow could make managing money much easier and faster. It would allow 
you to pay your mortgage bill on Christmas Day without worrying about it being delayed 
or late because of the holiday.  But governments and agencies such as the Fed have 
lied before, far more often than we can count.  The proof of that is in the fact you cannot 
take a newborn baby home from the hospital maternity ward until you get the baby a 
“Social Security” card.   
 
This also means that transferring money between, say, your checking and savings 
accounts at different banks could be done instantly. Even gig workers like Uber drivers 
could get paid immediately after each completed ride. It also means a record of every 
transaction that occurs will be put on "record." In short "big-brother" will know everything 
you do, your preferences, and how you live your life. To many of us, this amounts to an 
invasion of privacy. 
 
All things considered, when asked, if the war on cash is a real thing being directed from 
those on high, sadly we must answer yes. Sadly, most people are going along with this 
and many have embraced ditching cash. This has wide long-term ramifications. Small 
businesses often rely more on small cash transactions, it is the banks, big businesses, 
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and companies like Amazon that flourish when cash is removed. Simply put, in general, 
the small businesses and retailers on Main Street are left worse off. 
 
Those of us skeptical of governments and high-tech reaching ever deeper into our lives 
and thus stealing our freedom are concerned. While I'm personally not a fan of 
cryptocurrencies, many of these people are. The whole future of crypto depends on how 
governments regulate and decide to recognize them.  
 
Still, it could be argued that FedNow is another step towards more control over the 
individual. Twenty minutes into this video by Coin Bureau the narrator takes the stand 
that Fed Now truly seems to be a Trojan Horse to usher in a CBDC system. It points out 
that while not everyone will choose to "opt-in" and adopt such a system, it will appear 
benign to most people and rapidly be accepted. Even those that resist will find the 
government will most likely force them to use it when dealing with official agencies. 
 

 
 
Banking insider, Richard Werner warns that the Globalists have been looking for the 
right time and a good way to roll out their Central Bank Digital Currency since 2015. 
 
Werner says that he was told by a central banker something that is never discussed: 
that the CBDC being proposed by the Bank for International Settlements will be an 
implantable chip. Werner believes that the central bankers need to collapse the 
economy and to institute a Universal Basic Income in order to force the people to be 
chipped. 
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German banking economist Richard Werner was selected as a "Global Leader for 
Tomorrow" by Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum in Davos in 2003.  In my last 
Blessed Hope, I covered Klaus Schwab and the WEF “Future Global Leader’s” 
program. 
 
He tells us an insider's view of what to soon expect and says the only way to survive the 
Great Reset is for us to immediately begin setting up our own banking system.   Richard 
Werner’s interview can be viewed at the link below: 
 
Top economist: Central bankers are planning CBDC currency 
 
The Bank for International Settlements recently published a report called, "Blueprint for 
the future monetary system: improving the old, enabling the new." 
 
This report proposes that a Central Bank Digital Currency will serve as the new reserve 
currency. And calls for the digital confiscation of all physical property by assigning every 
real-world item its own unique digital token which will contain rules on how each item 
can and cannot be used. So that each person can be controlled and conditioned directly 
by the central bank. 
 
This article dovetails with an article from the fall of 2021 titled; The War On Cash, Is It A 
Real Thing? The answer is definitively Yes, absolutely! It delves into how cash reflects 
"options for the people" and it appears those in charge of such things want it gone. The 
fact is that currencies were developed to facilitate and ease transactions between 
individuals and businesses. The war on cash is simply another way Washington can 
continue to show its favoritism towards big business. 
 
It is also related to another post that centers on the growing dependence of society on 
technology. High-tech societies are particularly vulnerable to collapse due to their 
population being dependent on both the system and others to provide the basic items 
they need to survive in everyday life. Basic survival skills are important and being 
prepared is linked to thinking about what is often considered the unthinkable. Today 
many members of society lack those skills. 
 
I have just spent much of my week dealing with the frustrations of high-tech's failure to 
meet its promises of making life easier. Most of society has become totally dependent 
on computers, the electrical grid, cell phones, and a slew of gadgets designed to make 
life more comfortable and pleasurable. All are parts of a fragile system that could at any 
time break down leaving us unable to function.  
 
The bottom line is that not all of us see being controlled as a good thing and replacing 
currencies with their digital brethren is another tightening of that control. This again 
reinforces the idea that governments prefer big businesses over many smaller ones 
because they are easier to regulate and control. The best way to resist the war on cash 
is to insist on using cash, especially when doing small transactions with local 
businesses.   

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/top-economist-central-bankers-are-planning-cbdc-currency-implants-under-your-skin/
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Unfortunately, this is deluded thinking under the premise that the entire world will be 
entangled in what is called the “Global Ledger” system.  There is a black swan event 
coming that will prevent this system from working, but not without first destroying your 
real assets.  It is called Derivatives and it amounts to more than a quarter-trillion in 
dollar value that cannot be settled without a global crash.  Countries are not going to 
buy corn, wheat, oil, LNG, or other essential commodities through a global ledger with 
another Fiat currency to replace a bankrupt existing Fiat currency.  You are not hearing 
about this debacle that has to be settled before entering into a new method of 
payments. 
 
Microsoft not only funds ID2020 but they also filed a Patent for a device connected to 
the human body for buying and selling cryptocurrency.  Microsoft who funds ID2020 
holds a patent for the buying and selling of bitcoin cryptocurrency that works by a device 
attached to the human body, the Mark! 
 
Bill Gates may have legally separated himself from Microsoft, but since both entities are 
engaged in exactly the same mission, a separation of purpose certainly has not taken 
place. While Bill Gates has been pounding the pavement, telling people that a global 
vaccine for everyone on earth will take place within 18 months, his old company 
Microsoft has created a device that interacts with the pulse, temperature and brain 
waves of the human body in order to engage in the buying and selling of 
cryptocurrency. Now let’s see, where else have I seen that talked about before? 
Oh, right, here it is: 
 
“And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to 
receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might 
buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of 
his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of 
the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred 
threescore and six.” -(Revelation 13:16-18) 

https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/bill-gates/
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/anthony-fauci-bill-gates-global-vaccine-action-plan-with-mandatory-covid-19-vaccinations/
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/anthony-fauci-bill-gates-global-vaccine-action-plan-with-mandatory-covid-19-vaccinations/
popverse://bible+av/Rev_13:16-18
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What is the biblical definition of the Mark of the Beast?  In case you did not get the 
picture from the graphics included above, according to Revelation 13, it is a device that 
goes in the human body in the back of the right hand or in the forehead, for the purpose 
of buying and selling. Whatever forms the final Mark takes, that’s exactly what it 
will do from a functional, literal perspective. Bill Gates and Microsoft are spending 
billions in order to 1). inject everyone on earth with some kind of a ‘vaccination’ shot, 2). 
create a device for buying and selling currency that’s run on the human body as its 
battery, and 3). attach both those things to a digital identification from ID2020 whom 
they also fund.  
 
The publication number of this Microsoft patent is #060606.   The full patent info reads 
WO2020060606 and there are several articles on my web page that go into greater 
detail of this plan to link all of us to the Internet of Things, through 5G wireless energy!  

 

 

https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/ID2020/
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/mark-of-the-beast-bill-gates-antichrist-global-vaccinations-id2020-digital-identification-end-times-revelation-13/
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So where does that leave us? A poet once said, ‘when someone shows you who they 
are, believe them’. Bill Gates has shown us who he is; Microsoft has shown us who they 
are. The only question is, do you believe them? I sure do. 
 

Microsoft Cryptocurrency System Using Body Activity Data 
This is the patent information for the Microsoft device to buy and sell cryptocurrency 
using the human body, enjoy! 
 
Patent Abstract: Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be 
used in a mining process of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task to a 
device of a user which is communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor 
communicatively coupled to or comprised in the device of the user may sense body 
activity of the user. Body activity data may be generated based on the sensed body 
activity of the user. The cryptocurrency system communicatively coupled to the device 
of the user may verify if the body activity data satisfies one or more conditions set by the 
cryptocurrency system, and award cryptocurrency to the user whose body activity data 
is verified.   
 
Prepare yourself and your loved ones where you want to be during the next seven years 
of the Great Tribulation!   The world is already getting a taste of what lies just ahead.  
What is coming is chaos, tribulation unlike anything known to man, enslavement and 
total control.  Just months after a Biden-appointed regulator teased a ban on gas 
stoves, the administration is working to enact a rule that would prohibit the 
manufacturing of nearly all portable gas generators on the U.S. market. 
 
A proposed Consumer Product Safety Commission rule limits the amount of carbon 
monoxide a product can emit, with the commission admitting that 95 percent of portable 
gas generators on the market cannot comply with its new standard. As a result, industry 
leaders say, the rule will prompt widespread generator shortages, as manufacturers 
only have six months to design generators that meet the proposed regulation. That 
process normally takes years, Portable Generator Manufacturers' Association executive 
director Susan Orenga told the ‘Washington Free Beacon’. 
 
The rule proposal comes just months after Biden-backed commissioner Richard Trumka 
Jr. teased a similar regulatory ban on gas stoves, which he called a "hidden hazard." It 
also comes as many Americans face an increased risk of power outages as the country 
increasingly relies on green energy to produce its electricity. A whopping two-thirds of 
North America faces an "elevated risk" of power blackouts this summer, a leading grid 
watchdog found in May, a vulnerability that stems from America's increase in green 
power generation and decrease in fossil fuel power plants. California, for example, saw 
power outages in the summer of 2022 as electricity demand surged. 
 
Portable gas generators can help those who experience a power outage keep the lights 
on, and nearly five million households use them. Should the Biden administration 
finalize its rule, however, the generators could become difficult to obtain. Beyond the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission, President Joe Biden's Energy Department has 
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unveiled a slew of environmental regulations to fight climate change. The department 
says its proposed gas stove rule, for example, would effectively ban half of all models 
on the U.S. market from being sold. The department has also proposed or finalized 
energy efficiency rules targeting washing machines, refrigerators, and lightbulbs. 
"Collectively," the department said in February, "these energy actions … support 
President Biden's ambitious clean energy agenda to combat the climate crisis." 
 
 
July 20, 2023  
Stay As Out-Of-Date As Possible On The CDC-Recommended Biochemical 
Weapons Schedule - ALL Products Promoted As 'COVID Vaccines' Are Bio-
Weapons Manufactured To War Specs 
By Katherine Watt of Bailiwick News for All News Pipeline 
 
 

 
 
 
Stay out-of-date on biochemical weapons  
One of the phrases being pushed into the public consciousness is the admonition 
to “stay up-to-date” on “vaccines.” It appears in many places, including roadside 
advertising signs outside retail pharmacies.  
 
Brook Jackson’s “False Claims Act” case, from her first report to the Food and Drug 
Administration on Sept. 25, 2020 about clinical trial fraud she witnessed, through her 
formal report to the Department of Defense on Dec. 14, 2020, to the order of dismissal 

https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/stay-as-out-of-date-as-possible-on?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=37889&post_id=135163849&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/another-sign-that-tide-of-covert
https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/10/2022.04.22-pfizer-mtd-exh-c.pdf
https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/10/2022.04.22-pfizer-mtd-exh-c.pdf
https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/10/2022.04.22-pfizer-mtd-exh-e.pdf
https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2023/04/2023.03.31-judge-truncale-order-dismissal.pdf
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filed by a federal judge on March 31, 2023, has revealed that all products labeled and 
promoted by the U.S. Government (military and health officials) as ‘vaccines’ are 
presumptively biochemical weapons manufactured by pharmaceutical companies, to 
(DoD) specifications, to intentionally injure recipients, under military weapons 
procurement contracts.  
 
The next round of heavily-pushed toxic injections will probably be the Fall of 2023 
Covid-flu-RSV formulation, which has been PREP-Act supported (for manufacturer and 
batterer impunity from criminal prosecution for medical battery and homicide) by the 
most-recent Public Health Emergency declaration formulation.  
 
The eleventh amendment to the original, March 10, 2020 declaration under the PREP 
Act for medical countermeasures against COVID-19, identifies “the burden on 
healthcare providers caused by coterminous seasonal influenza infections and 
COVID-19 infections” as the “category of disease, health condition or health 
threat” justifying uninterrupted medicalized martial law nationwide, as directed by HHS 
Secretary Xavier Becerra, effective May 11, 2023.  
 
I therefore urge readers to stay out-of-date.  
 
Steer clear of the men and women stationed in retail pharmacies. They are 
military mercenaries camouflaged in scrubs and white coats, armed with vials 
and hypodermic syringes of poison.  
 
This is not medical advice. This is self-defense advice.  
 
‘Vaccines’ are not medicines. They are camouflaged weapons of covert war.  
 
The bear is already in the house. 
 

Covid shots are “Bio-weapons” intended to 
harm and kill!  They are part of a program to 
Depopulate the U.S.A. 
 
The only escape possible is asking God to save you from the wrath to come! 
 
The “Key” days are: 9th of Av on July 26th and Rosh HaShanah on September 15th.  
 

  Days to July 26th as of 7/21/23 – 4 Days 
  Days to September 15th as of 7/21/23 – 56 Days 

 
Praise God! 

https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2023/04/2023.03.31-judge-truncale-order-dismissal.pdf
https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2023/05/2020.02.04-hhs-original-prep-act-notice-of-declaration-liability-medical-countermeasures-qualified-persons-population-geographic-85-fr-15198-signed-2020.03.10.pdf
https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2023/05/2023.05.11-hhs-prep-act-amendment-11-distribution-limitations-time-qualified-persons-category-of-threat-burden-of-seasonal-influenza-88-fr-30769.pdf
https://naomiwolf.substack.com/p/facing-the-beast/comment/7802768
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Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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